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Abstract— Extracting data insights and generating visual data stories from tabular data are critical parts of data analysis. However,
most existing studies primarily focus on tabular data stored as flat tables, typically without leveraging the relations between cells in the
headers of hierarchical tables. When properly used, rich table headers can enable the extraction of many additional data stories. To
assist analysts in visual data storytelling, an approach is needed to organize these data insights efficiently. In this work, we propose
CoInsight, a system to facilitate visual storytelling for hierarchical tables by connecting insights. CoInsight extracts data insights from
hierarchical tables and builds insight relations according to the structure of table headers. It further visualizes related data insights
using a nested graph with edge bundling. We evaluate the CoInsight system through a usage scenario and a user experiment. The
results demonstrate the utility and usability of CoInsight for converting data insights in hierarchical tables into visual data stories.

Index Terms—Tabular data, hierarchical table, data insight, table data visualization, visual storytelling

1 INTRODUCTION

Tabular data has emerged as a widely used method for organizing
real-world data, with wide applicability in various fields [5–7, 12, 31,
42, 45, 46, 68]. To obtain meaningful information underlying the data,
discovering data insights such as interesting data patterns like trends and
outliers is a common and significant analytical task [11]. Furthermore,
connecting data insights through narrative visualizations to construct
visual data stories can improve data comprehension [56, 57].

Existing studies on data insight extraction and data story gener-
ation mainly focus on flat tables [30, 32–34, 48, 54, 60]. By incor-
porating a hierarchical structure [22, 23, 25] in table headers, hierar-
chical tables can present data more effectively in a two-dimensional
space [7, 8, 12, 67]. Hierarchical tables are widely used in many appli-
cation scenarios, including government statistical reports and scientific
experiment records [9]. As shown in Fig. 1, the headers of hierarchical
tables consist of nominal and temporal data fields with interrelation-
ships, e.g., Europe and GBR. A common insight extraction method is
based on enumeration, which computationally traverses the underlying
multi-dimensional data subsets and finds candidate data insights from
various analytical perspectives. The data fields in the hierarchical table
headers of the underlying multi-dimensional data often enlarge the
enumeration space of data insights. Therefore, algorithms potentially
extract many data insights from hierarchical tables. However, existing
methods do not fully leverage the relations between cells in hierar-
chical headers. In addition, data storytelling requires connecting data
insights into a cohesive narrative to serve the user’s communication
objectives [56]. Therefore, visual storytelling for hierarchical tables is
a challenging task, and an effective strategy for organizing abundant
data insights is beneficial.

To bridge the above gaps, our key idea is to discern the relations
inherent in hierarchical table headers, based on which we can connect
the insights extracted from hierarchical tables to structure storytelling
systematically. To this end, we propose CoInsight, a system to facilitate
the visual storytelling of hierarchical tables by constructing an insight
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Fig. 1: The labels of a hierarchical table form a tree structure. Row and
column headers form subtrees. (a) indicates a data block with a column
locator (2023, ∗) and a row locator (Asia, KOR). (b) indicates a data block
with a column locator (2023, ∗) and a row locator (North America, ∗).

graph. Insight graph construction is to extract and connect insights.
Because the hierarchical tables can be organized in different states by
different table transformations, the insight extraction is based on vari-
ous states of hierarchical tables. For each state of a hierarchical table,
we define the search space and traverse the space to extract data insights.
The insight relation construction is to build the relations between ex-
tracted insights to guide users’ explorations and facilitate narratives. In
hierarchical tables, each extracted data insight corresponds to a data
block identified by a cell in the row and column headers, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Based on whether the extracted insights are in the same state,
we identify two kinds of relations: intra-state and inter-state relations.
The CoInsight system visualizes the insight graph using the nested
graph visual representation with edge bundling.

We evaluate the effectiveness of the CoInsight system through a
usage scenario and a user experiment. First, the usage scenario based
on a console sales dataset showcases that CoInsight can enhance users’
capability of exploration and visual storytelling for hierarchical tables.
Additionally, we compare CoInsight and two insight extraction tech-
niques designed for flat tables: PowerBI QuickInsight [11] and AWS
QuickSight [53]. Participants were tasked with discovering compelling
data stories from the table within a predefined time frame. Subse-
quently, we engaged visualization experts to evaluate the quality of
the generated visual data stories. The experiment results highlight the
effectiveness of CoInsight in enabling users to uncover longer and more
coherent data narratives compared to other techniques.
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In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• An insight graph construction framework to extract and connect

insights from hierarchical tables, comprised of the insight extraction
and relation construction modules.

• The CoInsight prototype system is designed to assist users in visual
storytelling for hierarchical tables.

• A user experiment and a usage scenario to demonstrate the utility
and usability of CoInsight for connecting insights into data stories.
CoInsigh is available at https://github.com/bitvis2021/CoInsight.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the related studies on automatic data visual-
ization and visual storytelling.

2.1 Automatic Data Visualization
Many studies focus on automatic data visualization for tabular data. We
categorize them into two classes: insight-driven and non-insight-driven.

Insight-driven. Some automatic data visualization (a.k.a. visual-
ization recommendation) approaches for visualizations are built upon
insights. After mining data insights, the corresponding visual repre-
sentations are created based on established rules. SeeDB [63] defines
an interesting visualization as one that greatly differs from a reference
provided by a user. In contrast, Zenvisage [55] aims to identify inter-
esting visualizations similar to user-specified patterns. Foresight [10]
identifies six types of data patterns as insights, whereas Tang et al. [59]
mainly focus on outstanding values and trends. Both of these two works
utilize insight metrics (scores) to rank the generated results. On the
contrary, BigIN4 [27] enables users to interactively identify insight
types and specify the thresholds based on their specific analysis needs.
The approaches above lack a unified definition of insights and rely
on a straightforward enumeration based on experiential categorization.
Compared to them, QuickInsights [11] introduces a comprehensive
formulation of data insights, and MetaInsight [38] extends it by in-
corporating highlights. MetaInsight also finds commonnesses and
exceptions among basic insights that share certain relations to achieve
structured knowledge representation. Unlike the studies above, we aim
to generate connected insights and systematically structure storytelling
by capturing relations in the hierarchical table headers.

Non-insight-driven. Many approaches do not take into account the
insights derived from the data. Instead, they rely on the dataset itself or
statistical information as the basis for making these recommendations.
By translating some manual heuristics for visualization into a series
of rules [74], some systems can automatically create visualizations to
assist users in exploring datasets. Based on criteria of expressiveness
and effectiveness, APT [39] focuses on recommending and ranking
visual encodings of a single view. On the other hand, Show Me [40]
proposes some novel heuristics to support the automatic construction
of small multiple views. Voyager [69, 70] extends this line of work by
recommending variable selections and data transformations and also
supports interactive browsing and editing of the recommended results.
Although these rule-based methods are effective in specific scenarios,
they have other issues such as time-consuming rule design and limited
generalizability. To overcome the above limitations, researchers also
utilized ML-based strategies. DeepEye [33, 34] employs a decision
tree to select data mapping strategies and ranks the visualizations by
leveraging either learning-to-rank [28] or a rule-based partial order ap-
proach. Additionally, DeepEye [35,47] supports the automatic creation
of visualizations in response to user keyword searches. Expanding
upon these capabilities, Luo et al. [37] develop a transformer-based
model named ncNet, designed to facilitate the visualization authoring
using natural language, moving beyond mere keyword-based queries.
ncNet is trained on a large-scale natural language to visualization
benchmark [36]. Draco [41] trains models using experimental data
and incorporates domain knowledge in visual design as constraints.
Different from the above two studies regarding learning tasks, data
quantity and data quality. Vizml [17] trains models using a large corpus
of datasets to learn design choices without considering data queries.
In contrast, Table2Charts [77] handles both design choices and data

queries based on a deep Q-learning network. Our work first derives
novel and interconnected insights from the hierarchical tables and then
introduces a graph-based module to assist users in visual storytelling.

2.2 Visual Storytelling
Data stories present a sequence of story pieces that uses visualizations
to communicate data insights [20]. Visual storytelling has been gaining
growing interest from researchers in the visualization community. Re-
cent studies have conducted extensive investigations of storytelling and
narrative visualization techniques [52, 62]. After analyzing a curated
collection of recent data-driven stories, Stolper et al. [56] outline four
key goals in the design of data stories: enabling communication and
explanation, building connections about story elements, improving nav-
igation, and supporting controlled exploration. Zhao and Elmqvist [76]
present a taxonomy according to the format of data stories and divide
them into six types, including audience, data, and media. Crafting
a data-driven story is challenging for users, which motivates the de-
velopment of various authoring tools. For instance, Ellipsis [50] is a
general tool for authoring narrative visualizations, combining various
elements such as dynamic annotations and decoupled coordination
of visualization components. Some authoring tools are designed to
generate a certain type of narrative visualization. For instance, InfoN-
ice [66] is specially designed for creating data-driven infographics for
visual storytelling. Brehmer et al. build a design space specifically
for timeline-based visualizations [3] and divide them into three dimen-
sions: layout, scale, and representation. Furthermore, they developed
Timeline Storyteller [4] to illustrate various aspects of sequential data.

Similar to our work, many studies are designed for the visual story-
telling of tabular data. The first category is to connect visualizations
based on their visual encodings. For example, GraphScape [19] builds
connections between visualizations based on the edit operations to rep-
resent their similarity. Furthermore, Chart Constellations [72] incorpo-
rates keyword taggings and dimensional intersections into measuring
similarity between charts, thereby providing a more comprehensive
result. Our method provides a different perspective to connect data
visualizations based on the relations of underlying data. Recent studies
also focus on automatic story-generation techniques. DataShot [65]
organizes visualizations into topics based on data insights as a fact sheet
to tell a data story. Based on the defined data facts, Calliope [54] further
identifies six types of logical relations and utilizes these to organize the
generated story pieces. Unlike the two works above that automatically
generate data facts, ChartStory [75] directly takes charts pre-generated
by users as inputs and then recommends partition, layout, and caption
of story pieces to create a complete narrative.

Compared to our method, existing studies about visual storytelling
are not designed for hierarchical tables and do not fully leverage the
relations between cells in table headers.

3 INSIGHT GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we first present the data model for the hierarchical table,
then introduce the details of CoInsight, including table transformation,
insight extraction, and relation construction.

3.1 Background: Data Model
A table comprises interconnected elements that can be categorized as
entries and labels [64]. Entries indicate quantitative data items in the
table content, and labels are located in table headers and utilized to
specify entries. We classify labels into row headers and column headers
based on their placement in tables.

A tree structure is formed by the labels of a hierarchical table, where
both row and column headers form subtrees, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Specifically, we denote the subtree formed by row headers as Treerow
and the one formed by column headers as Treecol . We define a level
attribute for each label, indicating its depth in the structure of the tree.

Based on the associations between labels and entries of hierarchical
tables [21], we can use two paths from the root node to the leaf node
in Treerow and Treecol to locate an entry. We employ a label sequence
to denote each path, and each element in the sequence corresponding
to a node within the tree. As a result, an entry can be specified by
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Fig. 2: The pipeline of visual data storytelling for hierarchical tables based on CoInsight. The modules in the row above indicate the insight graph
construction process. The modules at the bottom indicate the insight graph visualization and users’ explorations. After inputting the hierarchical table,
the insight graph construction process conducts data transformations, including swapping levels within row or column headers and swapping levels
between row and column headers. The pipeline then traverses all the data scope partition results and extracts data insights for each scope, including
point insights, shape insights, and compound insights. The above steps are carried out iteratively. The relation construction module adds relations
among all extracted data insights based on the hierarchical header. CoInsight further visualizes the constructed insight graph using a nested graph
layout. Users can explore the insights with the guidance of insight graph and generate data stories.

two sequences, denoted as Seqrow and Seqcol . Because the notation of
Seqcol is similar to Seqrow, we only define and explain Seqrow below.

Seqrow = (label1, label2, . . . , labelk), (1)

where k is the level of the leaf node in Treerow, and labeli refers to the
label at level i in the aforementioned sequence.

Data Block. A data block is composed of multiple continuous
entries (see Fig. 1). Based on the entry locators, we define Locrow and
Loccol to specify data blocks. Each locators of a data block consists of
a set of entry locators. Formally, the notation of Locrow is as follows:

Locrow = [Seqrow1 ,Seqrow2 , . . . ,Seqrown ]. (2)

In the above notation, n represents the number of entries within the
block. Furthermore, we design a rule to simplify the block locators by
merging the sequences to all the child nodes in a subtree as a wildcard
(denoted as ∗). For example, the Locrow of the highlighted block (b) in
Fig. 1 is (North America, ∗).

Data Scope. We define data scope as a special kind of data block.
In particular, both the row and column locators of data scope consist
of only one label sequence after simplifications. The notation of the
row locator of a data scope (Locrow) is as follows. For instance, the
Locrow of the data block (b) shown in Fig. 1 is (North America, ∗) and
the Loccol is (2023, ∗). Since the definition conforms to Notation 3, the
data block (b) can be regarded as a data scope.

Locrow = (label1, label2, . . . ,(labelk or ∗)), k ≥ 1. (3)

To obtain all data scopes within a hierarchical table, we enumerate
the labels in both Treerow and Treecol , extracting a series of label
sequences. Within a data scope, each entry has multiple attributes.
One attribute is the value of table entries, while the other attributes are
derived from their corresponding labels. For example, the highlighted
entry in Fig. 1 has five attributes, including two nominal attributes from
the row headers, two temporal attributes from the column headers, and
one quantitative attribute from the entry itself.

Related Entries. In addition to using labels to locate entries, as
mentioned above, we also use labels to define relations between entries.
More specifically, a group of entries that share identical labels are
related. The number of identical labels determines the degree of their
relations. The entries within the same block often exhibit relations. For
example, the entries in the data block (b) share two common labels
2023 and North America, as shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Table Transformation

As mentioned above, a data scope groups related and adjacent entries
together. However, some non-adjacent entries may also exhibit cor-
relations in hierarchical tables. For instance, two blocks highlighted
in dark gray and light gray in Fig. 3(a) share the same labels Europe
and Spr. The entries in these two blocks are correlated according to
the definition in Sec. 3.1, but the positions of these two blocks are not
adjacent. Consequently, they cannot form a data scope.

To address the above problem, we attempt to change table headers’
hierarchical structure and table content arrangement through table trans-
formations. Through data transformation, new tables can preserve the
same entries as the original ones but with different relative positions.
We define one type of arrangement for the hierarchical tables as a state.
Specifically, the original hierarchical table is denoted as state0. Each
state has its data model, including Treerow and Treecol . We primarily
consider the following two types of data transformations.

(1) Swap levels within the row or column headers. This transfor-
mation exchanges two levels of row or column headers. As shown in
Fig. 3, stateb is the result of swapping level 1 and level 2 in the col-
umn headers of statea. After transformation, two non-adjacent blocks
highlighted in statea are rearranged adjacently in stateb, forming a data
scope identified by Locrow(Europe, ∗) and Loccol(Spr, ∗).

(2) Swap levels between row and column headers. This trans-
formation moves a level from row headers to the last level in column
headers or vice versa. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, statec is the
result of moving level 1 in column headers to the last level in row
headers of statea. As a result, the two highlighted blocks in statea are
rearranged into a continuous data scope in statec. The data scope is
identified by Locrow is (Europe, ∗) and Loccol is (Spr).

3.3 Insight Extraction

Insights indicate interesting data patterns from a specific perspec-
tive [11], assisting analysts in gaining a deeper understanding of the
data. Although our work focuses on hierarchical tabular data, the def-
inition of insights is essentially the same as flat tables. We define a
data scope as the elementary unit for insight extraction, as explained in
Sec. 3.1, because the data scopes obtained by partitioning table entries
from different states can preserve the structure of a hierarchical table.
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Fig. 3: Three states based on hierarchical table transformations. The
statea is the original hierarchical table highlighting two separated data
blocks in dark gray and light gray. The stateb is the transformation result
after swapping levels within the column headers. The statec is the result
after moving a level from the column header to the row header. The inter-
state relation exists in two data scopes highlighted in green, because
they share same labels in row locators.

3.3.1 Data Processing

The data scope can preserve the structure of hierarchical tables and
group related entries together. Consequently, when computing insights
based on data scopes, it is essential to take the inherent hierarchical
structure into consideration rather than treating all entries within the
data scope as equivalent. This section introduces the data process-
ing of data scope before insight calculation to preserve the logical
relationships between entries in various aspects.

Aggregation. The locators of a data scope contain wildcards when
the labels of the data scope span multiple subtrees or leaf nodes in
Treerow or Treecol . Consequently, our method aggregates the entries ac-
cording to their labels at the level where the wildcard is positioned. Tak-
ing the data scope (b) in Fig. 1 as an example, its Locrow is (North Amer-
ica, ∗) and Loccol is (2023, ∗), with both of them containing wildcards.
As a result, we perform aggregation from the perspectives of both row
and column headers, respectively. First, we aggregate based on the
row headers. Since the wildcard is positioned at level 2, we group the
entries based on the labels at level 2 in row headers and calculate the
aggregated values, i.e., aggregating the four values for each row within
this scope. The aggregation method based on column headers is similar,
where we aggregate the three values for each column within this scope.
The aggregation strategy may incorporate multiple operations, such as
min, max, mean, and sum, with the sum being the default. Aggregating
entries within a data scope based on the hierarchical structure of the
labels allows for a comprehensive overview of the data, which expands
the insight calculations.

Grouping. Similar to the aggregation operation, the grouping opera-
tion also targets data scopes with wildcards in locators. However, the
critical difference is that the grouping operation divides a data scope
into many finer-grained subsets without performing aggregate func-
tions. We group the entries based on the last label in both Seqrow and
Seqcol of each entry. For example, the data scope in Fig. 1(b) can be
grouped based on the label Canada in the row headers, meaning the
four entries in the second row can be grouped together. It can also be
grouped based on the label Sum in the column headers, grouping the
three entries in the second column together. After grouping, we can
perform inter-group comparative analysis on the entries, facilitating the
calculation of compound insights, which will be detailed in Sec. 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Insight Calculation

Our insight definitions are built upon existing studies [10, 11, 59]. Fol-
lowing the insight classification in QuickInsights [49], we categorized
these insights into three types: point insights, shape insights, and com-
pound insights. We also defined a score for each insight to quantify
its significance. As mentioned above, insight calculation is performed
based on data scopes as the elementary unit. We calculate all kinds of
insights for a data scope and record their scores. If the score exceeds
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Fig. 4: Three types of extracted data insights: point insight, shape insight,
and compound insight. The data insights can be further divided into eight
subtypes: dominance, top2, outlier, trend, kurtosis, skewness, evenness,
and correlation.

the threshold (a hyperparameter determined based on existing work or
domain expertise), we can consider that the data scope has this insight.

This section provides a detailed explanation of each type of in-
sight, including its semantics and visual representation. Due to space
limitations, details of the insight score calculation are given in the
supplemental materials. We denote the collection of values within the
processed data scope explained in Sec. 3.3.1 as d.

Point insights describe the characteristic of having several promi-
nent data values within a data scope, including Dominance, Top2 and
Outlier. The calculation of Dominance and Top2 insights requires all
the entries within the data scope to be non-negative.
• Dominance indicates that the leading value dominates (accounting

for more than 50% of the sum of) the scope. We utilize a radial plot
to represent this insight, as shown in Fig. 4 (a).

• Top2 indicates that the leading two values hold a significantly higher
proportion than others. Similar to Dominance, we also use a radial
plot to visualize Top2 insights, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

• Outliers signify the presence of exceptional values within the data
scope, which deviates significantly from the norm. If the correspond-
ing labels in the data scope are temporal, we utilize a line chart to
visualize outliers, as shown in Fig. 4(c). On the other hand, we use a
box plot if the labels are nominal, as shown in Fig. 4(d).
Shape insights describe the overall trends or distributions within

a data scope, encompassing Trend, Kurtosis, Skewness, and Evenness.
Specifically, trend is calculated only when the labels within the data
scope are temporal.
• Trend describes the presence of an upward or downward trend in

time-series data. The trend in a data scope is presented using a line
chart, as shown in Fig. 4(e).

• Kurtosis focuses on the peakedness of the distribution. A kurto-
sis insight indicates that the distribution of the data scope is more
concentrated around the mean compared to a standard normal distri-
bution. We use a density plot to show the kurtosis insight (Fig. 4(f)).

• Skewness describes the asymmetry in the data distribution. It mea-
sures how unevenly data points are distributed around the mean and
whether the distribution is skewed to the left or right. Similar to
kurtosis, we also use a density plot to represent the skewness insight,
as shown in Fig. 4(g).

• Evenness describes whether the distribution of dataset is uniform,
i.e., whether data points are evenly spread across the entire data
scope. We use bar charts to represent evenness, as shown in Fig. 4(h).
Compound insights involve comparing different groups of entries

within a data scope, primarily focusing on correlation. It helps uncover
relationships and dependencies between various data subsets within
the scope. Because the calculation of compound insights involves data
comparisons, we only compute compound insights for data scopes that
have undergone the grouping process mentioned in Section 3.3.1.

As shown in Fig. 4(i), we utilize the multiple-line chart to visualize
the correlation insight if the corresponding data type is temporal. Oth-
erwise, we use a scatter plot to show the correlation insight (Fig. 4(j)).
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Fig. 5: Three relations between the data scopes: same-name relation,
siblings relation, and parent-child relation. The scopes denoted (a) and
(b) form a same-name relation, as they corresponds to the sales in
summers of different years. The scopes denoted (c) and (d) form a
siblings relation, as they corresponds to the sales in different regions
of North America. The scopes denoted (e) and (f) form a parent-child
relation, as (f) corresponds to the sales in a sub-region of (e).

3.4 Insight Relation Construction
Different data scopes that share the same labels within their locators
are related. Therefore, the inherent relations exist between the data
scopes within the hierarchical tables at different states. We define the
data scope relations based on the relations between locators, thereby
reflecting the relations between insights.

We divide insight relations into two categories. The intra-state
relations connect insights within the same state, while the inter-state
relations involve insights between different states. We transform the
relations between insights into the relations between data scopes with
the insights and further determine the relations between data scopes
based on their locators.

3.4.1 Intra-State Relations
Relations between locators. As described in Sec. 3.1, locators of a
data scope consist of Locrow and Loccol . We first define the length
of a locator, which represents the total number of labels excluding
wildcards. For example, the length of the locator (Asia, ∗) is 1. For
the same locators, we define their relations as identical. We define
their relations as same-name for two locators with the same length and
their last labels after excluding wildcards are identical. For example,
the relation between locator (2022, Spr) and (2023, Spr) is same-name.
For two locators with the same length and only the last label differs, we
define their relationship as siblings. For example, the relation between
locator (2022, Spr) and (2023, Sum) are siblings. For two locators
with inclusion relation for their scope, we define their relationship as
parent-child. For example, the relation between (Asia, ∗) and (Asia,
JPN) is parent-child.

Intra-state relations between insights. Based on the above defi-
nition of relations between locators, we can obtain relations between
Locrow and Loccol for each pair of data scopes. To ensure a close intra-
state relation between two data scopes, we specify that the related data
scopes should have one identical locator. Consequently, the relation
between the other locators exactly indicates the relation between these
two data scopes. For example, as shown in Fig. 5, the Locrow of data
scope (a) (denoted as DSa) and (b) (denoted as DSb) are identical. The
Loccol of DSa is (2022, Sum) and the Loccol of DSb is (2023, Sum).
These two locators are in a same-name relation. Therefore, the relation
between DSa and DSb is defined as same-name. Similarly, DSc and
DSd share an identical locator along column, and their row locators
(North America, USA) and (North America, MEX) have a sibling re-
lation. Therefore, the relation between DSc and DSd is siblings. DSe
and DS f have an identical column locator (2022, Win), while the row
locator of DSe is (∗) and DS f is (Asia, ∗). Therefore, their relation is
defined as parent-child.

3.4.2 Inter-State Relations

Table transformations alter the hierarchical structure of row and column
headers and generate different states, as explained in Sec. 3.2. As
mentioned before, two data scopes with an intra-state relation need to
share one identical locator. However, data scopes between different
states rarely share identical locators because of the diverse hierarchical
structures of table headers in different states. Therefore, we specify that
two data scopes in different states are related as long as their locators
have at least one identical label. For example, we refer to the data scope
highlighted in green in Fig. 3(b) as DSb, and in Fig. 3(c) as DSc. DSb
and DSc have inter-state relations because their row locators share the
same labels Europe and GBR.

4 THE COINSIGHT SYSTEM

We have designed and implemented the CoInsight prototype system to
facilitate visual data storytelling for hierarchical tables.

4.1 Design Considerations

We distill four design considerations for the system to assist users in
understanding the extracted insights and relations, as well as facilitating
the interactive construction of visual data stories. The design consid-
erations are primarily derived from existing literature and common
challenges faced by analysts when constructing data stories.

DC1: Present the extracted insights and relations clearly. As
described in Sec. 3.3.2, the constructed insight graph consists of three
insight types and four relation types. To construct a narrative data story,
establishing the connections between story elements is essential [2, 56,
75]. Therefore, the system needs to provide an overview [13, 24, 61]
and visualize both the insights and relations intuitively to reduce the
cognitive burden on users. In addition to displaying the insight types,
the system should enable users to check the insight details to better
understand the data patterns.

DC2: Associate extracted data insights with the original hier-
archical tables. It is essential to facilitate and encourage authors to
acquire the underlying data [20], which can promote the credibility and
transparency of created data stories. As a result, the system should
associate the extracted data insights with tables to provide users with
context from the original hierarchical tables. As described in Sec. 3.1,
our insight extraction method partitions hierarchical tables into differ-
ent data scopes based on the header structure and treats them as the
elementary unit. Therefore, the system needs to enable users to check
the corresponding context within the original hierarchical tables.

DC3: Enable users to filter the data insights of interest flexibly.
Avoiding information overload is critical to ensure a clear presentation
of information to users, which can be realized by incorporating users’
interactions [29, 58]. The process of insight graph construction extracts
numerous data insights and insight relations. Therefore, the system
should support flexible filtering to avoid overwhelming users with
abundant extracted insights and insight relations

DC4: Create a data story that visually presents the results of
a user’s exploration. The outcome of the system should be a com-
prehensive insight story that visually presents the details of insights
and their relations. To support exploration and authoring activities, the
system should allow users to save insights, enabling them to construct
data stories flexibly during explorations [18, 43].

4.2 User Interface and Interaction

The user interface of CoInsight consists of four panels: insight distri-
bution panel, hierarchical table panel, insight graph panel, and insight
selection panel, as shown in Fig. 6. These panels support the following
process of hierarchical table exploration and visual storytelling.

First, the user uploads a hierarchical table to CoInsight to initialize
the data exploration. Next, CoInsight creates various states through
data transformations, extracts insights from each state, and establishes
relations between these insights to build an insight graph. Then, CoIn-
sight visualizes the extracted insights from different aspects. The user
can filter the results of insight extraction and check insights in detail.
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Fig. 6: The user interface of the CoInsight prototype system. (a) Insight distribution panel. (a1) shows the distribution of insight relations, while (a2)
presents the distribution of different kinds of insights and the score distribution for each insight. (b) Hierarchical table panel encodes the density of
each table cell as the amount of its related insights and highlights the data scope selected by users. (c) Insight graph panel presents insights and
their relations in the form of a nested graph with edge bundling. (d) Insight selection panel displays all the insights contained within a data scope.

4.2.1 Insight Graph Panel

The insight graph panel shows the extracted insights and insight rela-
tions as a nested graph with edge bundling. As shown in Fig. 6 (c), each
square box in the graph, referred to as a state card, corresponds to a
state. The state card’s unique state-id is marked at its upper right corner
(e.g., S0). A node-link diagram is employed to illustrate the partitioned
data scopes and their relations derived from the corresponding state in
each state card. Each node represents a data scope, and edges indicate
relations within the node-link diagram. The state card positioned at the
center of the insight graph panel is larger than the others and represents
the focused state.

CoInsight provides three modes for each node: collapsed, expanded,
and selected. In the collapsed mode, only the insight type of the node
is displayed, while in the expanded mode, the details of the insight are
presented through an exploration-supported visualization (DC1). Due
to space constraints, CoInsight does not provide detailed annotations
of each visual mark and enables users to check the underlying data
attributes through hovering interaction. A collapsed node can be ex-
panded by clicking on it. In particular, we define the collapsed mode
as an insight node and the expanded mode as an insight card. Users
can incorporate insights of interest into a data story, and we refer to the
nodes related to these insights within the data story as selected mode.

Inspired by the hierarchical edge bundles techniques [15], we visu-
alize the insight graph using a nested graph with edge bundling. To
present the extracted insights and relations clearly, we have designed
intuitive visual representations for nodes and links in insight graph.

Nodes. The color of nodes encodes their insight types (i.e., point,
shape, and compound). The icons on nodes indicate their subtypes
(outlier, dominance, etc.), as explained in Sec. 3.3.2.

Edges. We encode different types of relations into the styles of the
edges connected to expanded nodes, as shown in Fig. 7. For intra-
state relations, an edge with varying line thickness represents a parent-
child relation, with the thicker end of the line connecting to the parent
node and the thinner end connecting to the child node. Among other
uniformly thick edges, straight lines represent sibling relations, and
dashed lines represent same-name relations. For inter-state relations,
We apply the edge bundling algorithm [16] to avoid occlusions with
nodes in the focused state. Moreover, we only display connections
between selected nodes to avoid cluttering the graph with many edges.
Each cluster of bundled edges connects the selected node in the focused
state to nodes in other states related to the selected one.

parent-child relation same-name relation sibling relation
Fig. 7: The visual encodings of three types of relations in the insight
graph of the CoInsight system. A line with varying thickness indicates
the parent-child relation. A dashed line indicates the same-name relation.
A straight line indicates the sibling relation.

4.2.2 Insight Distribution Panel

The insight distribution panel is designed to provide users with a sta-
tistical overview and assist users in flexibly locating data insights of
interest. As shown in Fig. 6(a), this panel displays the distribution
of extracted insights and relations in the focused state. Additionally,
it presents the score distributions of different insight types, obtained
through the insight calculation process explained in Sec. 3.3.2. Users
can filter the insights and relations within the panel, enabling targeted
exploration in the direction of their interest.

Insight Distribution. The insight distribution (Fig. 6(a2)) shows
the distribution of the amount of insights (the vertical bar chart on the
left) and the computation scores of each insight type (the horizontal
histograms on the right). Users can opt to display only the types of
insights they are interested in on the insight graph (Fig. 6(c)). Addi-
tionally, they can brush the histograms to show only the insights within
specific score ranges. These filtering functions allow users to conduct
targeted exploration based on their requirements (DC3).

Insight Relation Distribution. The insight relation distribution
(Fig. 6(a1)) shows the distribution of the number of insight relations
by type. The bar chart displays the distribution of different types of
relations, with each bar representing the amount of one type. Users
can flexibly filter different types of connections. When edges from
the insight graph are filtered, the resulting independent nodes will be
hidden. Edge filtering also reduces the complexity of the insight graph,
facilitating targeted exploration by users (DC3).

4.2.3 Insight Selection Panel

As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2, we calculate all types of insights for a data
scope and record their scores. If the score exceeds a threshold, we
consider that the data scope possesses this insight. Therefore, a data
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scope may contain multiple insights simultaneously, but the insight
graph can only display one selected insight. Users can click on a node
to check all insights within the data scope in the insight selection panel,
as shown in Fig. 6(d). Furthermore, they can update the selected insight
of the corresponding node in the insight graph. This allows users to
explore the data insights from various perspectives comprehensively.

4.2.4 Hierarchical Table Panel
The hierarchical table panel displays the table structure of the focused
state, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Due to limited screen space, we enable
users to check the labels of each table header via a hovering interaction.
We encode the density of each table cell as the amount of its related
insights to provide users with an overview of the insight distribution
among table content. Based on this panel, users are also allowed to
filter the data insights shown in the insight graph by selecting a specific
range in the table content. Then, the insight graph panel will only keep
the insights related to the selected data items after filtering (DC3). This
can help users locate the data insights from the data perspective (DC2).

When users hover over a node in the insight graph panel, the cells
within the data scope are highlighted in the hierarchical table panel.
The data scope corresponding to an expanded node in the insight graph
is outlined with a dashed border, while the one corresponding to a
selected node is outlined with a solid border. This helps users establish
an association between a node in the insight graph and its position in
the hierarchical table (DC2).

4.3 Insight Story
The CoInsight system is designed to generate a data story for the user-
uploaded table, allowing users to showcase their understanding of the
table. Consequently, the system can organize users’ insight exploration
results from various states into a complete data story (DC4).

Change Focused State. The number of states for hierarchical tables
is exponentially related to the number of levels. We define a focused
state in the insight graph to improve the exploration efficiency. The
visualization results of each panel in CoInsight are based on the focused
state, and the insight graph panel only shows the states related to the
focused one. After completing exploration in the focused state, users
can switch their focused state to another one. Then, the system will
update the states shown in the insight graph panel according to the
relations of the new focused state. The visualizations displayed in all
other panels are also changed accordingly. It is worth noting that all
insights selected by users in previously explored states will be preserved
to construct a comprehensive data story (DC4).

Generate Insight Story. During the exploration process, Coinsight
records the insights from various states selected by users in the insight
graph panel (see Section 4.2.1), as well as the relations between them.
Then, the system organizes these insights into a data story with a
tree structure. For example, Fig. 8(g) shows an example of a data
story generated by users using CoInsight. The nodes indicate the data
insights, and the edges between nodes encode their relations, where
the style of intra-state relations is consistent with Fig. 7, and inter-state
relations are encoded into thinner dashed lines.

5 USAGE SCENARIO

We demonstrate the utility of the CoInsight system through a usage
scenario with a data analyst. This scenario focuses on analyzing a game
hardware sales dataset, documenting the sales of various game con-
soles from multiple manufacturers in different regions for each quarter
between 2013 and 2020. The data is presented in a hierarchical table.
The row headers consist of three levels, representing manufacturers,
game consoles, and regions. The column headers have two levels,
representing quarters and years.

After uploading the data into the CoInsight prototype system, the
analyst can obtain an overview of the amount of extracted insights and
their relations in the insight distribution panel (Fig. 6(a)). Then, she
can simplify the insight graph by performing filtering operations on
both insights and relations. In this scenario, she decides to keep only
the parent-child relations and filter out all point insights in the insight
graph panel.
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Microsoft has an outlier in total sales in 2014. 

The sales of Xbox 360 exhibit a downward trend.

The sales of Xbox Onein all regions remain at 0 in 2013 but experiencea signifi cant increasein 2014.

In most cases, MAR dominatestotal sales. However, in 2014, the sales of SEP and MAR become the top2 sales.

Month: SEP

Month: MAR

The sales of other regionshave a greatoutlier in 2014.

The sales of Microsoft in SEP have a great outlier in 2014.

Fig. 8: A usage scenario demonstrating the exploration of data stories
using CoInsight. The data exploration process is illustrated from (a)
to (e), with annotations providing detailed explanations of insights. (g)
presents the final data story generated using CoInsight, where the star
icon signifies the starting point of the data story and the style of edges
between insights indicates their relations.

The analyst is particularly interested in the sales of Microsoft’s
gaming consoles. With the assistance of the hierarchical table panel
(Fig. 6(b)), she identifies nodes in the insight graph panel (Fig. 6(c)) that
correspond to the insights of Microsoft’s sales. The analyst observes
that Microsoft had an outlier in total sales in 2014, as shown in the
insight card Fig. 8(a). The analyst wants to uncover the reasons behind
the sales outlier. More specifically, she wants to discover which console,
region and month contributed significantly to this outlier.

Based on the parent-child relations displayed in the insight graph,
the analyst clicks on the two child nodes of the node described above.
One node represents the sales for Xbox 360, while the other represents
the sales for Xbox One. The sales of these two consoles make up Mi-
crosoft’s total sales. By analyzing the insights of these two child nodes,
the analyst notices that the sales of Xbox 360 exhibit a downward trend,
and there is no abrupt rise in 2014 as shown in Fig. 8(b). Therefore,
she believes that Xbox 360 is not the primary reason for the outlier
in Microsoft’s total sales in 2014. Regarding Xbox One, the analyst
discovered that its sales remained at zero in 2013 but experienced a sig-
nificant increase in 2014, as shown in Fig. 8(c). The analyst speculates
that the release of Xbox One in 2014 attracted a large number of users
to purchase it. Additionally, despite the declining annual sales of Xbox
360, many users still bought it in 2014. As a result, the analyst suggests
that the phenomenon described above is the reason behind the outlier
in 2014 from the perspective of different consoles.

Next, the analyst wants to conduct a more detailed analysis from the
perspectives of regions and months. She decided to keep point insights
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that were filtered in the previous step and check the insights for sales
of Xbox One and Xbox 360 in 2014. To compare the sales of these
two consoles in 2014 with other years, she kept the sibling relations
that were also filtered previously and used them as a basis to check the
related insights. Most of these nodes have two insights, one calculated
from a regional perspective and the other from a monthly perspective,
which the analyst can explore independently. Since both of these two
analytical perspectives are based on point insights, we only present the
visualization results of the monthly perspective in Fig. 8.

Starting with the perspective of months, the analyst finds that in
most cases, the sales in March are significantly higher than in other
months. However, the sales proportion of Xbox 360 in September 2014
was almost equal to that of March, as shown in Fig. 8(d). Therefore,
the analyst believes that the sales of Xbox 360 in September could also
be a contributing factor to the outlier.

Then, the analyst switches the above insights to results calculated
from a regional perspective to conduct further analysis. Similarly, the
analyst finds that most of the sales distribution of Xbox One and Xbox
360 in different regions remains consistent each year, with North Amer-
ica being greater than Europe, followed by other regions. However, the
distribution of Xbox 360 differs in 2014, with a higher proportion in
other regions. The analyst speculates that this could also be one of the
reasons for the outlier in Microsoft’s total sales in 2014.

The previous analysis of regions and months revealed anomalies
in data proportions. However, the analyst wants to further validate
the presence of anomalies by analyzing the absolute data values. The
analyst discovers that in the current state, the sales data for Xbox One
and Xbox 360 in the same region and same month are not adjacent.
Therefore, she decided to switch the focused state from State0 to State2,
where the sales in the same region are adjacent. In State2, the analyst
finds the node corresponding to Microsoft’s sales for all consoles in
other regions and discovers that this node has an insight indicating
that the sales data for 2014 in other regions is an outlier, as shown
in Fig. 8(e). Similarly, the analyst then switches the focused state to
State3, where the sales in the same month are adjacent. As shown in
Fig. 8(f), she also finds a node’s insight in State3, indicating that the
sales data for September 2014 is an outlier.

In summary, the analyst has constructed a data story, as shown in
Fig. 8(g). The story mainly indicates that Microsoft’s total sales data in
2014 is an outlier, which is closely related to the release of Xbox One
in 2014. Additionally, the increase in other regions and the spike in
September both contributed to the sales outlier in 2014.

6 USER EXPERIMENT

We conducted a comparative experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of
CoInsight. In the experiment, we chose baselines from commonly used
insight extraction techniques, including PowerBI QuickInsight [11],
AWS QuickSight [53], and DataPrep.EDA [44]. Through preliminary
testing, we found that Dataprep.EDA provides relatively few insights,
which cannot form a meaningful data story. Therefore, we ultimately
selected PowerBI QuickInsight and AWS QuickSight as baselines.

6.1 Experiment Setup

Participants and Apparatus. We recruited 12 participants to partici-
pate in the experiment. All of them were undergraduate or postgraduate
students with different majors, ranging from computer science to mathe-
matics and statistics. Most of them were familiar with data analysis and
data visualization. The sessions were carried out in a quiet laboratory,
utilizing a Dell Precision T5500 desktop PC with an Intel Xeon Quad-
Core processor, 8GB RAM, and an NVIDIA Quadro 2000 graphics
card, connected to a 23-inch HD monitor.

Dataset. The user experiment is based on the dataset described in Sec-
tion 5 to avoid confounding variables resulting from varying numbers
of insights in different datasets. This dataset documents the quarterly
sales of different game consoles from multiple manufacturers in various
regions between 2013 and 2020. The data is stored as a hierarchical
table, while the two baseline techniques are designed for flat tables.
Therefore, we transformed the hierarchical table into a flat one using the
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Fig. 9: The result of the user experiment. (a) shows the quantity of
data stories created using CoInsight, MS Power BI and AWS QuickSight.
The height of bars encodes the mean of the data, while the error bars
represent the standard deviation. (b) shows the quality of the generated
data stories. The height of the bar encodes the average values of the
quality ratings of data stories, with a scoring range of 0 to 5. The error
bars represent the standard deviation. (c) illustrates the evaluations
from various aspects of CoInsight using a five-point Likert scale, with
indicating the average and standard deviations.

baseline techniques. For CoInsight, we used the original hierarchical
table as input. In addition, the systems are tested in a counterbalanced
order in the experiment to mitigate the learning effect in the experiment
results, with details provided in Section 6.2.

6.2 Experiment Procedure
Our experiment utilizes a within-subjects design, with each user com-
pleting the tasks with each of the three systems. In particular, users
underwent each of the three systems with balanced Latin square order-
ing, resulting in six different orders. Given that 12 participants were
involved, it means that two participants will be tested on each order.
Each user session lasted around one and a half hours.

Training. At the beginning of the experiment, we introduced the
background of the experiment dataset. Then, we explained the concept
of a data story and provided some examples for clarification. After that,
we provided tutorials for the three systems, explaining their functional
modules and usage examples. Participants were then free to explore
these systems, asking any questions if they needed further explanation.
Once all participants had gained a basic understanding of how to use
these techniques, we proceeded to introduce the task for our experiment.

Task. Participants were tasked with using the three different sys-
tems to discover as many compelling data stories as possible from the
experiment dataset within a predefined time frame (twenty minutes
in our experiment). Their exploration process was recorded through
screen recording and captured screenshots of interesting data stories
they discovered, accompanied by textual descriptions. It should be
noted that we informed participants in advance that our focus was on
the quantity of data stories they created and the quality of each data
story (i.e., interestingness and logicality).

Interview. We encouraged participants to think aloud and ask ques-
tions during the user experiment. After concluding the experiment,
we utilized a five-point Likert scale to gather the participants’ evalu-
ations of CoInsight from various perspectives. Then, we conducted
an interview with the participants for about 30 minutes to obtain their
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feedback on CoInsight. Throughout the interview, the participants were
prompted to share their thoughts on any aspect of CoInsight.

6.3 Experiment Result

We evaluate the data stories created by participants from quantitative
and qualitative perspectives. The quantitative metrics include the num-
ber of stories, the number of insights per story, and the number of
insights across all stories. The qualitative metrics involve the quality of
stories, encompassing interestingness and logicality. In addition, we
have compiled feedback from the participants to demonstrate the utility.

Quantitative Evaluation. We obtain the statistical values based on
the data stories generated by participants. The experiment results are
shown in Fig. 9(a). These results show evidence suggesting that the
CoInsight system offers benefits over the baseline systems from these
three aspects. In addition, we also found that the standard deviation is
significant in the results. After exploring the original data, we found
that some participants prefer to construct long data stories with sev-
eral data insights, and some prefer to build multiple data stories with
relatively few insights, which results from the participants’ various
understandings of visual data stories.

Qualitative Evaluation. We found ten domain experts in visual
storytelling to evaluate the quality of data stories constructed by the
participants. Each expert has over six years of research experience
in visual data storytelling. They have seen many high-quality data
stories and also have experience in generating data stories. Note that
we do not inform the experts which data stories are generated using
our system. We asked them to give a score using a five-point Likert
scale from the interestingness and logicality perspectives. The results
in Fig. 9(b) demonstrate that the quality of data stories generated using
the CoInsight system is better.

Participants Feedback. CoInsight received positive feedback from
the participants. As shown in Fig. 9(c), CoInsight received high ratings
from participants about interface satisfaction. Many participants agreed
on the helpfulness of our system in storytelling. During the interview,
several participants commented on the rich and flexible interactions:
“I am impressed that [CoInsight] can help me perform various opera-
tions to obtain the data insights of interest.”(P4) and usability: “The
visual encoding of links in the [CoInsight] system is intuitive, and these
links between insights can guide me to construct the data story effec-
tively.”(P6). Another participant (P5) mentioned that the constructed
data stories in tree structures can realize a more flexible and efficient
organization of data insights than linear data stories.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Supporting more insight types. The CoInsight system currently sup-
ports the extraction of three types of insights, which can be further
divided into eight subtypes, as shown in Fig. 4. We derive these in-
sights from existing studies related to insight computation of multi-
dimensional data [11, 59]. We believe that research studies will con-
tinuously develop more insight types and corresponding computation
algorithms. CoInsight is flexible to support more insight types because
it allows users to define more insight extraction algorithms.

Scalability. CoInsight can support hierarchical tables with arbitrary
levels theoretically. However, with the increase in header levels and the
expansion of the data scale, the enumeration space of insight extraction
correspondingly grows larger. To address this, we employ a parallel
computing approach to improve CoInsight’s efficiency. In addition,
with the increase in data scale and the subsequent rise in the number
of insights, the node-link diagram currently in use may become less
efficient for visualizing the constructed insight graph. We plan to use
more efficient visual representations, such as matrix visualization [1] or
NodeTrix [14], to improve the scalability further. After analyzing the
hierarchical table dataset provided by HiTab [9], we find that among
10,755 hierarchical tables, the average level of row headers is 1.17
(with a maximum of 4), whereas the average level of column headers is
2.99 (with a maximum of 6). Therefore, we believe that CoInsight can
handle common hierarchical tables encountered in real-world scenarios.

Automatic storytelling. Recent studies [54, 65] have proposed various
algorithms to construct data stories automatically. In the user experi-
ment, we did not compare CoInsight with these techniques, because
these techniques generate data stories with only a few manual adjust-
ments, and users can quickly obtain a large amount of data stories.
However, creating compelling data stories requires creativity and logi-
cal consideration from data analysis [26,52]. For example, users cannot
determine their exploration direction using these automatic data story
generation techniques. One possible future direction is to develop a
mixed-initiative approach for insight generation based on CoInsight.
For example, CoInsight can incorporate recommendation algorithms so
that users may start with recommended data stories. The recommen-
dation algorithms can also build connections among several discrete
insights selected by users to construct data stories. In addition, CoIn-
sight is designed to assist data analysts in constructing data stories for
hierarchical tables. To further assist ordinary users in understanding
the extracted insights and generated data stories, we will improve our
insight extraction results through accompanied visualization with text
narrations and annotations to clearly express the message.

Logical relations between insights. Existing studies on visual sto-
rytelling have identified six logical relations between data insights:
similarity, temporal, contrast, cause-effect, elaboration, and generaliza-
tion. In contrast with the relations based on the structure of hierarchical
headers, these relations are defined by the semantics of data insights.
In particular, part of these two kinds of relations can also be matched.
More specifically, the temporal and contrast relations can be reflected
using the same-name and sibling relations, while the elaboration and
generalization relations are manifested in the defined parent-child re-
lation. In our work, the data insights with similarity relations are
within one insight node in the insight graph. The cause-effect relation
is derived based on the inner content using a specific algorithm [51].
CoInsight requires analysts to mine the cause-effect relation manually,
as demonstrated in the usage scenario (Sec. 5). In the future, we plan
to add more logical relations between insights into the insight graph.

Semantic relations. Hierarchical table headers always contain rich
semantic information. Inspired by a recent study [71], we find that
automatically measuring semantic similarity between table headers and
leveraging them to extract semantic relations between insights presents
a valuable research direction in the field of data story generation. The
Large language models (LLMs) [73] also bring more possibilities in
this direction. In the future, we will consider introducing extensions
into CoInsight to calculate semantic relations and design new visual
encodings in the insight graph to represent them. Additionally, con-
sidering the imperfect reliability of automatically extracted semantic
information, we will support users to interactively modify the extracted
semantic relations (including additions and deletions), to assist them in
creating more comprehensive data stories.

8 CONCLUSION

Previous work provides techniques to extract insights and construct
visual data stories for tabular data, but they cannot fully leverage the
characteristics of hierarchical tables.In this paper, we have presented the
CoInsight system to assist users in constructing visual data stories for
hierarchical tables. CoInsight extracts insights from hierarchical tables
and utilizes relations between header cells in hierarchical tables to
construct insight relations. The extracted insights and insight relations
form an insight graph. The CoInsight system enables users to construct
a data story by exploring paths in the insight graph. A usage scenario
and a user experiment reveal the utility and usability of CoInsight in
constructing visual data stories from hierarchical tables.
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